Information Technology Solutions

simplifying IT
for over 25 years

INTERNET SECURITY
Is your data safe? Are your intellectual assets secure from theft?
Do you bank on line? How safe
are you? Call us and find out!

NETWORK PROTECTION
Is your data being backed up
every night? Are your network
servers protected from power
surges? What happens when the
power goes out in your server
room? Is your server protected
from

Viruses

and

Malware?

When was the last time your

Network Assessment Services

server’s Operating System was
patched or updated? Call us and
find out!

I N T E R N E T F I R E W AL L
How protected are you from

Knowing the health of your network is important to ensuring

Why wait until disaster strikes before taking action when you

the longevity and viability of your business. When critical

can reduce the risk of system failures now? In most cases

network resources become unavailable to you or your staff,

unforeseen catastrophic events where data is lost or busi-

productivity is immediately affected. In some instances such

ness productivity is adversely affected can be attributed to

loss of productivity if experienced for any length of time can

ignoring early warning signs.

have dire consequences to your bottom line.

Unfortunately you may not be in a position or equipped to

your

Many businesses, especially smaller ones can not afford the

determine or detect the signs of a pending system failure?

network been compromised, is

luxury of employing a full time IT person. As such, they often

What can or should you do? Call COVERSE and our IT spe-

allow their computer systems and network components to go

cialists will conduct an in depth evaluation and review of your

unattended for long periods of time without periodic check-

technical assets - we’ll find your problems before they be-

ups or maintenance.

come “catastrophic events!”.

outside intrusions?

Has

your personal information being
stolen…..have your server and
computers been hijacked? Call
us and find out!

Gresham, Oregon Office
503.912.0049 ph
Vancouver, WA Office
503.912.0049 ph

Over time computer systems and network components degrade if not properly maintained. Unfortunately this may lead

NETWORK ASSESSMENT SERVICE

to untimely system failures which may impact business op-

COVERSE is offering the on site network
assessment service, a $3,500.00 value for
only $800.00 to all new clientele.

erations.

Some restrictions apply, please contact us
for complete details of this valuable proactive IT service at 503.912.0049

www.coverse.us

COVERSE
BUSINESS SERVICES, LLC

